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Department of Computer Siene, K.U.LeuvenAbstratB-Prolog deviates from WAM mainly by its parameter passingmehanism: parameters are pushed on the ontrol stak instead ofbeing passed through argument registers. Also, the B-Prolog emu-lator has a quite high performane on the lassial benhmark setdespite its being ANSI-C ompliant. It is therefore tempting to at-tribute its performane to the parameter passing onvention. Thisissue is investigated here in more detail. Instrution ompression wasa key issue in this study, so we disuss issues related to it. We nextshow with a set of arti�ial deterministi and baktraking programsthat the WAM and B-Prolog an outperform eah other arbitrarily,indiating that - at least for emulators - neither has a systemati ad-vantage over the other. Moreover, we show that whenever the WAMparameter passing shema is worse, a very simple program transfor-mation an be applied whih gives WAM the bene�ts of B-Prologsargument passing shema, and this without leaving the WAM frame-work. Finally, as B-Prolog also o�ers an eÆient implementation ofdelayed goals, we desribe how the same eÆieny an be obtainedin a WAM environment. All empirial results are obtained withdProlog.



On the impat of argument passing on theperformane of the WAM and B-Prolog.Bart DemoenDepartment of Computer SieneKatholieke Universiteit LeuvenB-3001 Heverlee, Belgiumbmd�s.kuleuven.a.be Phuong-Lan NguyenInstitut de Mathematiques Appliqu�eesUniversit�e Catholique de l'Ouest49000 Angers, Franenguyen�ima.uo.frAbstratB-Prolog deviates from WAM mainly by its parameter passing mehanism: parameters arepushed on the ontrol stak instead of being passed through argument registers. Also, theB-Prolog emulator has a quite high performane on the lassial benhmark set despite itsbeing ANSI-C ompliant. It is therefore tempting to attribute its performane to the parameterpassing onvention. This issue is investigated here in more detail. Instrution ompression wasa key issue in this study, so we disuss issues related to it. We next show with a set of arti�ialdeterministi and baktraking programs that the WAM and B-Prolog an outperform eahother arbitrarily, indiating that - at least for emulators - neither has a systemati advantageover the other. Moreover, we show that whenever the WAM parameter passing shema is worse,a very simple program transformation an be applied whih gives WAM the bene�ts of B-Prologsargument passing shema, and this without leaving the WAM framework. Finally, as B-Prologalso o�ers an eÆient implementation of delayed goals, we desribe how the same eÆieny anbe obtained in a WAM environment. All empirial results are obtained with dProlog.1 IntrodutionFor a good introdution to WAM, see [1, 15℄; likewise for B-Prolog, see [17, 18℄. It might seemstrange that on the one hand the WAM - an abstrat mahine - and on the other hand B-Prolog - a onrete Prolog implementation - are mentioned and ompared, while we are report-ing on experiene with only one WAM implementation, namely dProlog ([9℄ - available fromhttp://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~bmd/dProlog1.0). The reason is simply that on the one hand theresults we obtained for dProlog are appliable many other WAM based implementations, like Yap,SICStus, XSB ... and on the other hand, B-Prolog is the only implementation we know o�, thatimplements TOAM and argument passing through the stak.The start of this researh onsisted of two observations: B-Prolog is quite eÆient when om-pared to other emulators, espeially onsidering that B-Prolog does not get any of its performaneby relying on non-ANSI-C features. And, B-Prolog deviates from the WAM in ertain aspets, themost striking one being that the arguments to a goal are passed through the ontrol stak insteadof through argument registers as the WAM does.When these two fats are put together, it beomes tempting to onlude that B-Prolog is fastbeause it uses the stak argument passing onvention. A loser look is in plae however: it is learthat to identify more preisely the impat of a partiular di�erene with the WAM, it would be mostuseful to have two implementations whih only di�er in that partiular aspet. We have followed



that line of thought earlier in [9℄ for the term represention and emulator hoies. Our originalintent was thus to implement the stak argument passing onvention also within dProlog. However,adapting the XSB ompiler on whih dProlog is based for the new argument passing onventionwhile keeping all other things equal turned out to be impratial. Still, while investigating this lineof work, we beame more and more aware of other di�erenes between B-Prolog and dProlog (aswell as other WAM implementations we are aware o�) whih might be responsible for the pereivedspeed of B-Prolog.We onsequentely hanged our attak of the question: why is B-Prolog as fast as it is ? We willtry to answer this question by having a loser look at the benhmarks for whih dProlog is slowerthan B-Prolog, by inspeting the abstrat mahine ode that B-Prolog generates and by trying toinlude the underlying idea to dProlog in the hope to make it at least as fast as B-Prolog. We usedProlog [9℄ for omparison, beause it is a good vehile for us to experiment with emulator optionsand ompiler (abstrat mahine ode generator) variations.In setion 2 we present an initial omparison between B-Prolog and dProlog on a set of lassialbenhmarks and on some arti�ial ones used earlier: this shows a gap in performane for somebenhmarks, in favour of B-Prolog. In setion 3 we introdue a double emulator shema in dProlog:B-Prolog uses this shema and it is responsible for some its speed. In setion 4, we take a loserlook at the abstrat mahine ode that the B-Prolog ompiler generates and apply some of itsideas to dProlog, again narrowing the gap. The remaining three benhmarks are put to furthersrunity in setion 5. In setion 6 we study in more detail the impat of the argument passingshema of B-Prolog on baktraking prediates. A similar study is performed on deterministiprograms in setion 7 where in partiular the impat on last all optimization is studied. Setion 8looks more losely at argument reuse in both ontexts. Setion 9 looks a bit loser at instrutionompressions while setion 10 disusses the onnetion between the argument passing mehanismand the implementation of delay. Setion 11 tries to give some general advie on writing eÆientemulators for Prolog.All the experiments were only performed on a Pentium II, 260MHz, 128 Mb - our �ndings mightnot arry over to other arhitetures, but we are atually onvined they do. Timings are reportedin milliseonds. We used B-Prolog 4.0 #3.2 A �rst omparison between dProlog and B-PrologWe use a superset of the benhmark set in [9℄ - see also [10℄. In setion 7 we will also use a setof arti�ial benhmarks that show in a partiular the impat of the hoie made by B-Prolog forpassing parameters on last all optimization.We �rst ompare dProlog 1.0 as used in [9℄. In this paper, we always use dProlog (any version)on�gured in ANSI-C mode. This means that the emulator onsists of an ordinary swith statementand that the read-write propagation is done as in the WAM (exept when we introdue later thedouble emulator loop). Furthermore, we always use the heap vars representation (see [9℄) for moreinfo.The benhmark results are shown in table 1. At this point, the relevant olumns in table1 are the ones for dProlog1.0 and B-Prolog. On average, dProlog1.0 and B-Prolog seem to havesimilar performane already indiating that there is no huge performane edge in passing argumentsthrough the stak - at least not in this benhmark suite. For some benhmarks however, dProlog1.0lags suspiiously behind and we will try to �nd out why. There are also some benhmarks for whihB-Prolog performs signi�antly worse than dProlog1.0, but we are of ourse less interested in whyB-Prolog is sometimes slower than in �nding out why it is sometimes faster. Still, we will give some2



indiations for performane loss in B-Prolog later in setions 6 and 7.For the sake of larity at this point: the olumn marked dProlog1.1 1 is a version of dProlog withsome more optimizations that are desribed in setion 4. rwdProlog1.1 is a version of dProlog1.1whih has a double emulator for read-write mode propagation whih is explained in more detail insetion 3. Of ourse, for fair omparison, any of the dProlog systems used for this paper is in fullANSI-C mode: using GNU C spei�s results in gains of the order of 50%.dProlog1.0 dProlog1.1 rwdProlog1.1 B-Prologboyer 550 500 480 430browse 810 800 770 790al 870 860 840 950hat 550 540 500 670rypt 720 720 690 710ham 990 960 930 1310meta qsort 740 730 700 790nrev 1330 1330 1170 1610poly 10 460 440 410 410queens 1800 1750 1690 2240queens 16 1200 1140 1110 1160reduer 260 260 250 220sdda 520 520 500 500send 710 660 650 480tak 1000 910 870 720zebra 1050 1050 1060 1320indexa 370 370 380 930indexa2 1370 1370 1360 2290indexf 610 600 590 1130list 1180 1200 1160 2040metaall 970 980 940 1110plus1f 1920 1940 1880 5330plus1i 1050 810 790 1990snrev 1640 1470 1320 2880snrevswap 1630 1460 1300 2840strut 1590 1270 1210 3330omp 11340/7190 10520/6540 10230/6380 13960/8890Table 1: Comparing B-Prolog with di�erent versions of dPrologComp is a benhmark onsisting of the ompiler ompiling itself. The times give are respetivelytotal time/time of �rst pass whih inludes the reading.There are two arithmeti benhmarks (tak and send) for whih dProlog1.0 is muh slower thanB-Prolog and two non-arithmeti benhmarks: boyer and reduer. We will investigate later inmore detail why this is so. Our method will onsist in looking at the abstrat mahine ode thatB-Prolog generates and adding features to dProlog.However, version 1.0 of dProlog is frozen, so any extensions and improvements we make, will1soon available at http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~bmd/dProlog1.13



be in the more reent version 1.1.3 Read-write mode propagationThere are several ways to propagate the read-write mode of the WAM in an emulator. One of themonsists in having two separate swith statements, one for the read mode, one for the write mode.Suh is a mixed blessing, but we onsidered it worth trying it in the ontext of dProlog1.1, espeiallysine also B-Prolog has it. The results for this version of dProlog1.1 - named rwdProlog1.1 - anbe seen in all the tables: it is globally better to have the two swithes. It is not a priori lear thatit must be like this: the ompiler will generate two jumptables for the two emulator swithes andif they are both large, a performane degradation an result beause they are together to big to bein the ahe simultaneously. On the other hand, for programs that work mainly in one mode (e.g.tak is only in read mode) the read-emulator might �t ompletely in the instrution ahe and thisan be bene�ial.There are other systems that use the double emulator for read-write propagation. However, wehave never seen it desribed in detail, so we feel it is worthwhile doing it here. There are threelasses of WAM instrutions:1. instrutions that set the RW mode ag so that subsequent instrutions an test it - ex. getlist2. instrutions that test RW - ex. union3. instrutions that do not deal with RW - ex. puton, allFirst note that the RW mode ag does not need to exist as a separate variable: one an set Sto its required value for the read mode and to a non-pointer value (e.g. 0) in write mode. The test(RW == read) now beomes (S != 0).The double emulator onsists of a read-emulator and a write-emulator; they both have a asefor eah WAM instrution and deal with the above three lasses as shown in table 2read-emulator write-emulatorlass 1 perform normal WAM ation, but goto same instrution in read-emulatorinstead of setting RW,transfer to read- or write emulatorlass 2 do read mode of instrution do write mode of instrutiontransfer to write emulator transfer to write emulatorlass 3 perform normal WAM ation goto same instrution in read-emulatorTable 2: Instrutions in a double emulatorHere is some ode from the read- and write-emulator for the instrutions union, all and getlist.The following are worth noting expliitly:� When transfer to the write loop is made, S is not set.� In the write loop, one ould also dupliate the ode for instrutions of lasses 1 and 3 insteadof the goto and only at the end of suh an instrution transfer to the read loop. However, theC ompiler (with suitable optimization swithed on) short iruits the goto from write to readmode, so that no extra overhead is involved. This means that with the above ode, the loality4



/* part of write-emulator */ /* part of read-emulator */write loop: read loop:swith (*p) swith (*p)f fase union: ase union:push atom(atom from union(p++)); if (unify((*S++),atom from union(p++)))goto write loop; goto read loop;failure;ase all: ase all:goto all label; all label:set ontp;p = entrypoint(pred from all(p));goto read loop;ase getlist: ase getlist:goto getlist label; getlist label:p = deref(Areg[areg from getlist(p++)℄);if (is undef(p))fmake list(p); trail(p);goto write loop;gif (is list(p))f S = get pointer(p);goto read loop;gfailure;g /* end write-emulator */ /* end read-emulator */Table 3: Some C ode from both double emulatorof ode is probably better. Also, just onsidering the uni�ation instrutions (like union) theloality seems better, sine ode for read and write mode is not intertwined. Even benhmarkslike tak whih have no suh uni instrutions, bene�t from the double emulator and this seemsto support the loality thesis. However, suh loality should be proven empirially perhapsby studying the ahe behaviour on some benhmarks.� Although the loality of instrutions seems better in the double emulator, the loality of datamight be worse, sine both now two jump tables are aessed instead of just one.� The double emulator is amenable to indiret threading, but diret threading seems not pos-sible. Note that a double opode shema as in [5℄, has similar e�ets.Making a version of dProlog1.1 with the double emulator, was a matter of an hours work.Finally, to have an idea of how muh the double emulator gains one should ompare the rwd-Prolog1.1 olumn of table 1 with the dProlog1.1 olumn, as they di�er only in this partiular5



aspet.4 A loser look at the B-Prolog abstrat mahine odeWith the goal ?�bp(< file >): B-Prolog produes a �le with suÆx .asl whih ontains the abstratmahine ode. A quik inspetion of suh a ode �le reveals that B-Prolog has instrutions likepara uy uy uy. Alternatively, one an have a look at BProlog=Emulator=inst:h, that is untilrelease 4: release 5 is unfortunately distributed without soures.The existene of these instrutions suggest that a partiular instrution ompression ould beworth while in the WAM ontext: a suession of getpvar instrutions, or a suession of putpva�instrutions. We introdued this instrution ompression for sequenes of 2 or 3 suh instrutions.It is default in dProlog1.1.Another instrution ompression that an be learned from B-Prolog, is ompressing a sequeneof getstr and one or two unitvar instrutions. We atually arrived at it in a di�erent way: wemeasured the dynami frequeny of pairs of instrutions that are exeuted after eah other andboth the instrution ompressions desribed in the previous paragraph and the urrent one followedimmediately, as well as a ompression that is partiular to our use of the XSB ompiler (see [16℄):the suession of a try4 instrution 2 and gettbreg.The next thing one an observe in the B-Prolog implementation is that its builtin allingonvention di�ers from the one used by XSB (and Yap): instead of putting the arguments to abuiltin (like funtor/3) in argument registers 1, 2 and 3, B-Prolog gives as arguments to the funtorinstrution, a desription of where (stak or temporary registers) the arguments are and whetherthey are initialized or not. We have also previously noted (in [9℄) that suh a onvention is betterin the ontext of an emulator. One reason to follow the worse onvention, is garbage olletion -but there are good solutions for this ompliation 3.So, we adapted the XSB ompiler to generate the better alling onvention for funtor/3 andarg/3; that is we atually introdued two new prediates muf/3 and mua/3 with that funtionality- at the moment of writing, they work for the boyer benhmark but not yet for all the otherbenhmarks.Finally, B-Prolog has a series of add instrutions. XSB's arithmeti is partiularly umbersomefor the most ommon arithmeti operation: adding an integer to a variable. So we adapted theXSB ompiler to generate a ompressed instrution for a sequene of a putint and addreg: this isstill worse than ould be done, but is easy and worth its while.All the above ode optimizations were implemented in dProlog1.1. Table 1 give in the olumndProlog1.1 the results for the benhmarks and there is on average an improvement in the timings.Table 4 shows the gain in performane by having the better alling onvention for funtor/3 andarg/3 - just on the boyer benhmark, where boyer(2) indiates boyer with funtor and arg replaedby muf and mua. The additional bene�t is that heap onsumption is lowered onsiderably.rwdProlog1.1 B-Prologboyer(orig) 480 430boyer(2) 420 |Table 4: Speedup for boyer by better builtin alling onvention2a speialization of the try instrution for arity 43better than initializing all stak slots 6



A �rst onlusionAs a preliminary onlusion, we an already say at this point that the speed of B-Prolog does NOTderive from its parameter passing mehanism, rather from good instrution ompression, goodbuiltin alling onvention, good arithmeti and the way it propagates the read-write mode.Also, B-Prolog does not gain muh by its supposedly better indexing: XSB generates suboptimalindexing (double level and with try-retry-trust hains for hash ollisions - and dProlog follows that).Still, expliit tests for indexing indiate that B-Prolog even lags behind. We'll investigate this laterin setion 7.5 Three more benhmarksWe want to have a loser look at the remaining three benhmarks (reduer, send and tak) for whihrwdProlog1.1 is slower - sometimes signi�antly.5.1 takBasially, tak/4 is written astak(X,Y,Z,A) :-X =< Y,...tak(X,Y,Z,A) :-X > Y,...whih B-Prolog (almost) generates ode for as if the ode were:takdet(X,Y,Z,A) :- takdet2(X,Y,Z,A) :-( X =< Y -> X > Y,Z = A X1 is X - 1,; takdet(X1,Y,Z,A1),takdet2(X,Y,Z,A) Y1 is Y - 1,). takdet(Y1,Z,X,A2),Z1 is Z - 1,takdet(Z1,X,Y,A3),takdet(A1,A2,A3,A).The results for takdet an be found in table 5. Note that B-Prolog does not treat if-then-else well, so it makes no sense to exeute takdet in B-Prolog. The rwdProlog1.1 �gure for takdetnow omes lose to the B-Prolog one. We have noted earlier ([10℄) that XSB generates severalinstrutions too many for the seond lause of tak (in this ase takdet2): these, together with asuboptimal instrution set for arithmeti inequality testing, most ertainly aount for the rest ofthe di�erene. rwdProlog1.1 B-Prologtak (orig) 870 720takdet 760 |Table 5: Speedup of tak by deterministi rewriting7



5.2 Send more moneyThe di�erene in abstrat mahine ode for the send benhmark, is mainly in the ode for goalslike R = n = Y : while B-Prolog generates one instrution jmp eql yy, XSB generates the sequeneputpval; putpval; subreg; jumpz. We were onvined that a deent instrution ompression ouldmake dProlog ompetitive, but we atually implemented an indeent one: the above sequene ofinstrutions is ompressed to one fail if equal instrution if the label of the jumpz instrution isfail. The results are indeently interesting: rwdProlog1.1 B-Prologsend ompiled without fail if equal 650 480send ompiled with fail if equal 360 |Table 6: Speedup of send by better translation of some arithmeti.5.3 ReduerIn the redue benhmark, there is a lot of (shallow) baktraking (on the t redex prediate). Sinebaktraking seems the only mehanism where B-Prolog an perform better than WAM (see setion6), it seems reasonable to put the blame there. Still, zebra is the baktraking benhmark parexellene (through the member/2 prediate) and it exeutes faster in dProlog than in B-Prolog.So, we'll �rst try to �nd the reason elsewhere.As dProlog relies on the XSB ompiler for generating abstrat mahine ode, it su�ers from theproblem that nested terms in the head of a lause are always onstruted (from a ertain depth on)even if the argument is instantiated. As an example, the fatfoo([6,7,8℄).Is translated as shown in the �rst olumn of the next table:generated by XSB plain WAM ompressed WAMgetlist Areg1 getlist Areg1 getlist Areg1uninumon 6 uninumon 6 uninumon 6unitvar Areg1 unitvar Areg1 unilistputlist Areg2 getlist Areg1bldnumon 8 uninumon 7 uninumon 7bldon [℄ unitvar Areg1 unilistgetlist Areg1 getlist Areg1uninumon 7 uninumon 8 uninumon 8unitval Areg2 union [℄ union [℄The seond olumn shows plain WAM ode - but with the XSB naming of instrutions. Thelast olumn shows how a straithforward ompression an be applied to the WAM ode. Similarompressed ode is used in B-Prolog (and many other systems).This ours often in the reduer benhmark (in partiular in the t redex/2 prediate). B-Prologgenerates more deent ode for this; in partiular, it does not onstrut subterms unneessarilyand it exeutes 2 instrutions less than dProlog beause it uses the obvious instrution ompressionshown above. We have measured the impat of this (mal)feature of the XSB ompiler by rewritingthe t redex/2 prediate aording to the priniple exempli�ed on the above fat as8



foo([6|A℄) :- A = [7|B℄, B = [8℄.This result in an expeted performane inrease: see table 7 where the transformed reduerbenhmark is indiated as reduer(2). Note that this transformation still results in suboptimalode for dProlog1.1, as no similar instrution ompression as in B-Prolog is performed.rwdProlog1.1 B-Prologreduer (orig) 250 220reduer(2) 230 |Table 7: Avoiding term onstrution during uni�ation for reduerIn the seond plae, we suspeted uni�ation fatoring to play some role in the loss of perfor-mane by dProlog: quite a bit of uni�ation fatoring ould be done for instane on the t redexprediate (but also on others) and we assumed that TOAM does this (based on [17℄). Apparently,this is not implemented in B-Prolog.6 Baktraking and B-PrologIn setion 7 we will disuss deterministi programs. Here we deal with programs - or at leastprediates - whih reate hoiepoints and do baktrak.Within the B-Prolog paradigm of passing parameters through the stak, there are atually threeissues that are di�erent from WAM4:1. parameters are pushed on the ontrol stak one for a prediate all and reused by eah lauseof the prediate2. an environment is pushed on the ontrol stak one for a prediate all and reused by eahlause of the prediate3. depending on the determinay of a prediate, there an be a di�erent hoiepoint - whihpartly overlaps with the environmentNote that we ould have added a similarity between B-Prolog and WAM: both reate (at most)one hoiepoint for a prediate and share it amongst all lauses.5The overlapping part of point 3 resembles [11℄, but we'll ignore point 3 ompletely, mostlybeause it is learly something that an be arried over to WAM as well and beause shallowbaktraking [4℄ was also based on di�erent types of hoiepoints.As for points 1 and 2, the WAM moves arguments between a hoiepoint and the argument reg-isters for eah lause, and environment alloation happens on a per lause basis. These di�erenesan be shown quite easily by the following prediate p/n with its assoiated dProlog ode:p( , ,..., ) :- a,b. try �1 �1: alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute bp( , ,..., ) :- a,b. retry �2 �2: alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute b... ... ...p( , ,..., ) :- a,b. retry �(m-1) �(m-1): alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute bp( , ,..., ) :- a,b. trust �m �m: alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute b4we ignore indexing issues beause they are orthogonal5double level indexing is not onsidered an option 9



Assuming a all to p/n and that the whole searh tree is explored, and restriting the attentionto the p/n prediate, the number of moves between hoiepoint and argument registers is n�m andthe number of alloates is m. One should add to that the initial n moves for �lling the argumentregisters. In B-Prolog, there is just the pushing on the stak of the arguments - n moves - and onealloate for the whole proedure a/n. It is lear that by making m and n large enough, a plainWAM implementation will be arbitrarily worse than B-Prolog. Note that this is only possible whenthe arguments are largely ignored in the lauses, something that is not frequent in hand-writtenode, but might be in generated ode.Let's �rst disuss the one ombined environment-hoiepoint of B-Prolog: sharing this frameis to some extend unavoidable in the ontext of B-Prolog; one partiular lause ould be ativatedafter indexing has deided that this is the only lause, or after a full hoiepoint is reated - e.g.beause indexing found a free inoming argument. It follows that either there must be speializedode for eah way of seleting the lause, or that all lauses must have the same frame, beausethe o�sets of the arguments from the urrent TOS (or whatever B-Prolog uses) must be the same.However, this is only true within the single stak paradigm, as the original WAM follows. In adouble stak paradigm, the arguments would be pushed on the environment stak - not on thehoiepoint stak. Within this paradigm, it would now be possible to keep the usual exibility onwhether to reate an environment on a per lause basis.To get rid of the multiple alloation of environments for di�erent lauses, a simple optimizationin WAM would onsist in putting one alloate in front of the try-retry-trust sequene and removingthe alloate from the lauses. Doing this is straightforward and results in a nie speedup. However,it is not an entirely satisfatory solution as some WAM invariants are broken and in partiulargarbage olletion an et in trouble. Also, this pushing alloate before the try is not readilypossible in a lassial WAM whih has one stak for both environments and hoiepoints. Althoughin WAM variants that have separate staks for environments and hoiepoints, it is possible, it isompliated in dProlog by the fat that environments in dProlog are upside-down, so one needsto alloate environment large enough to hold all the permanent variables of the lause whih hasmost.There exists another solution for WAM implementation that ompile body disjuntions in-line(see for instane [13℄): both XSB and Yap for instane ompile disjuntions in-line - and dPrologof ourse inherits this from XSB. Below we show the transformed prediate p/n and its assoiatedode: p( , ,..., ) :- alloate, trymeorelse �1a,b all a, dealloate, exeute b; �1: retrymeorelse �2a,b all a, dealloate, exeute b; �2:... ... ...; �(m-1): retrymeorelse �ma,b all a, dealloate, exeute b; �m: trustmeorelsea,b. all a, dealloate, exeute bWe name this the disjuntion transformation (for lak of a better name). It is lear that we bene�tfrom this transformation in two ways:1. one prediate ativation results in the exeution of only one alloate10



2. the hoiepoint reated by the trymeorelse instrution ontains no parameters, so there is nomoving between the hoiepoint and argument registers at allThere is a prie in this transformation of ourse: arguments must be moved to the environment.But this happens only one and this does not add arbitrarily to the ost of the exeution.So, the good news is that no hybrid shema as hinted at in [17℄ is neessary, as the bene�t ofpassing arguments through the stak an be obtained largely from a simple program transformationwhih requires no hanges in the exeution model of the WAM. The deision to transform a prediatean be taken loally: no global information is needed. Global knowledge an improve the situationbeause then the aller would avoid �lling the argument registers all together.The bad news is that for this transformation to be e�etive, the underlying system must ompilebody disjuntions in-line. Some systems (SICStus and B-Prolog for example) don't do that. Also,in order not to loose indexing, one should ombine indexing instrutions with the ompilation ofdisjuntions: this was already hinted at in a di�erent ontext in [14℄.Finally, let us point at the analogy between BinProlog priniple of binarization ([12℄) and B-Prolog's priniple of pushing only one environment per prediate invoation. Take the lause:p(P) :- q(Q), r(R), s(S), t(T).whih BinProlog binarizes top(P,Cont) :- q(Q,r(R,s(S,t(T,Cont)))).In this lause, the term r(R; s(S; t(T;Cont))) ats like the frame from whih eah lause for qwill read its arguments. BinProlog ould have gone one more step on top of binarization and alsounarize all prediates, that is transform eah prediate to a prediate with just one argument. Itwould then also have the single frame property as B-Prolog and with the same disadvantage as theabove suggested transformation in the WAM ontext. Also note that by binarization, performanean beome arbitrarily better and worse (see [8℄), beause binarization also performs some ationsearly whih might be good if there is baktraking, or bad if there is early failure.To end this setion, we give some measurements on a set of arti�ial programs. Basially, aprediate a5/5 is alled repeatedly. Programs nbt0, nbt2 di�er from nbt1, nbt3 in that nbt1 andnbt3 are obtained by applying the disjuntion transformation. nbt0 di�ers from nbt2 in that nbt0does not need a WAM environment in a5/5. Sample ode for a5/5 is given.original program disjuntion transformation appliedno environment nbt0 nbt1in original a5( , , , , ) :- fail. a5( , , , , ) :- faila5( , , , , ) :- fail. ; fail... ...a5( , , , , ) :- fail. ; faila5( , , , , ) :- fail. ; fail.with environmnent nbt2 nbt3in original a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dummy, dummy. a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dummy, dummya5( , , , , ) :- fail, dummy, dummy. ; fail, dummy, dummy... ...a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dummy, dummy. ; fail, dummy, dummya5( , , , , ) :- fail, dummy, dummy. ; fail, dummy, dummy.11



rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolognbt0 33230 29230nbt1 21820 30400nbt2 44350 29210nbt3 21770 30410Table 8: Results on di�erent baktraking programsThe disjuntion transformation hardly a�ets B-Prolog, while it turns rwdProlog1.1 from about50% slower (in the worst ase - nbt2) to 25% faster than B-Prolog.Not surprisingly, Yap also bene�ts from the disjuntion transformation. Note that one needsto onstrut slightly more ompliated example programs to show that this transformation doesnot always bene�t implementations that have no in-line ompilation of disjuntion, like SICStusProlog. On the other hand, the transformation does not harm in suh implementations more thanin others.7 The ost of last all optimization in B-PrologIn deterministi mode, B-Prolog an possibly reuse the arguments passed on the stak for the lastall in a lause body: this is dual to the WAM whih an reuse the arguments in the �rst goalof a body. A more detailed analysis - see setion 8 - shows that neither is better than the otherby design as far as argument reuse is onerned. Still B-Prolog pays a heavy prie for reuse whenthe tail all and the head do not have the same arity. And even if the tail all has the same arity,B-Prolog seems to perform worse than a priori expeted. The following table shows this: thereare 4 small programs whih do tail alls of the same and of di�erent arity, and whih do or donot require a WAM environment. All are deterministi. The timings are shown for dProlog1.1(single and double emulator) and B-Prolog. Under dProlog, the programs were ompiled with theinstrution ompressions ollapse dealloates, ollapse uni�es and ollapse getlist uni�es swithedo� 6. no WAM environment with WAM environmentdi�erent a12([ |R℄) :- b21(1,R). da12([ |R℄) :- dummy, db21(1,R).arity b21( ,[ |R℄) :- a12(R). db21( ,[ |R℄) :- dummy, da12(R).dProlog1.1 rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog47920 45280 94590 dProlog1.1 rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog92270 87130 131250same a22( ,[ |R℄) :- b22(1,R). da22( ,[ |R℄) :- dummy, db22(1,R).arity b22( ,[ |R℄) :- a22(1,R). db22( ,[ |R℄) :- dummy, da22(1,R).dProlog1.1 rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog53230 50580 74490 dProlog1.1 rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog98660 92430 109520These results show learly that B-Prolog pays quite a hefty prie for its argument passingmethod. To be fair: not all the performane loss omes from the argument passing onvention.B-Prolog heks after all head uni�ations whether delayed goals must be woken. This aountsfor some overhead.6beause B-Prolog seemed not to do any ompression12



Note that we now have a shema for making B-Prolog preform arbitrarily worse than WAM.Consider indeed the following prediates:a([ |R℄,A2,A3,...,An) :- b(R,A2,A3,...,An�1).b([ |R℄,A2,A3,...,An�1) :- a(R,A2,A3,...,An�1,x).In order to reuse the arguments, B-Prolog needs to perform in the order of n moves for eahexeute instrution, while the WAM does not. The example also shows that passing argumentsthrough the stak is performane wise highly unstable with respet to unfolding.It is worth showing for some of the programs above part of the ode: the next table shows theode for the prediates a12/1 and da22/2 in both systems.prediate dProlog B-Prologa12/1 getlist A1 alloate at(1,4)unitvar A1 unify list y(1)unitvar A2 unify arg void oneputint 1 A1 unify arg vx(2)exeute b21/2 jmpn det get ar ps((a12,1,2))move int y(1,1)move y ux(0,2)put ar ps(-1)exeute((b21,2))label((a12,1,2))* para int(1)* para ux(2)* all((b21,2))* return bda22/2 alloate 3 alloate at(2,4)getlist A2 unify list y(1)unitvar A1 unify arg void oneunipvar Y2 unify arg vy(1)all dummy/0 all((dummy,0))putint 1 A1 jmpn det((da22,2,2))putdval Y2 A2 move int y(2,1)dealloate exeute((db22,2))exeute db22/2 label((da22,2,2))* para int(1)* para uy(1)* all((db22,2))* return bThe instrutions marked with (*) are not exeuted during the benhmark, but they belong tothe ode for the prediates. The ode for da22 shows learly that the determinay test whih WAMperforms in the dealloate instrution is replaed in B-Prolog by the new instrution jmpn det.Also B-Prolog must generate separate ode for the deterministi and non-deterministi ase for thearguments of the last goal. This leads to an inrease in ode size. We have tried to get �gures forthis inrease, but �rst of all, ode size as given by statistis/0, inludes non-ode related stu�, andseondly, B-Prolog uses words for items for whih other systems use bytes or shorts: omparison istherefor diÆult. 13



8 A more detailed analysis of argument reuseTake a lause like a(X) :- b(Y ), (Z). in whih X, Y and Z denote possibly a series of arguments- variables or other terms.First thing to note: WAM an always reuse argument registers in the �rst goal - modulo theonrete form of the arguments X and Y of ourse. Always means here that this property isindependent of the determinay of the a and b prediates.In ontrast, B-Prolog an reuse in the -goal parameters from a, only if both the followingproperties are true:1. there is no hoiepoint for a at the moment  is alled2. the all to b has left no hoiepointsThis means that for an ativation of a partiular lause, the last goal of the lause an reuseparameters on the stak at most one and if the last goal is ativated n times, the �rst (n-1) timessuh reuse is not possible. Note that the �rst property must hold even if the goal b would not havebeen there. This means that the B-Prolog priniple for binary lauses is partiularly ine�etive, asshown by the prediate:a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E)....a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).for whih B-Prolog does no argument reuse until the all to b/5 in the last lause, resulting in(almost) as muh argument moving as in the WAM. A small benhmark based on the above lausesshows as a result: rwdProlog1.1 B-Prologmorenbt0 49990 110780Table 9: Binary lauses and argument passingApplying the transformation as in 6 is bad for dProlog - although it still performs better thanB-Prolog. All variables beome permanent ones and they are moved repeatedly to the argumentregisters. This results in the same number of moves as in the original program (between thehoiepoint and the argument registers) but moving the permanent variables happens by a putpvalinstrution (of whih there are several) instead of by a tight loop within the a retry or trust, so inan emulator setting, this is learly bad. As expeted, B-Prolog does not su�er in this partiularexample from the transformation.One onlusion is that due to its argument passing shema, B-Prolog must exeute more abstratinstrutions: in an emulator, this means more emulator yles whih leads inevitably to a lowerperformane. This might not be true for native ode generation or translation to C.9 More on instrution ompressionAt some point we realised that a more systemati approah to instrution ompression was needed.We therefore enhaned dProlog1.1 with a (C) ompilation option that results in a dump - after14



a session - of a �le with a frequeny ount of all exeuted instrutions and also of all pairs ofexeuted instrutions. This has been most helpful in deiding whih ompressions to do. We havebeen looking only at sequenes of length 2 but we have done also 3-ompressions, beause of thefollowing onsiderations:� a 2-ompression sometimes suggests a 3-ompression, espeially when the 3-ompression takesthe same spae as the 2-ompression� B-Prolog does some 3-ompressions and even 4-ompressionsAs our on�guration of hoie of dProlog is heap vars, we performed our instrution ompres-sions there at �rst, only later worrying about the possibility of doing them in e.g. wam vars. Also,sine we are involved in ilProlog [2℄, we wanted to perform the same ompressions there. How-ever, reently ilProlog beame independent of the XSB ompiler, i.e. it now uses a better ompilerdesigned and implemented by Henk Vandeasteele. It turned out that useful instrution ompres-sions in non-heap vars mode or with the new ilProlog ompiler, were less easy to �nd. The lessonwe learned is not really a surprise: if the basi ompiler has more instrutions, or if the ompileroptimizes too muh, there is less opportunity for e�etive instrution ompression. The reason isin the respetive ase:� as an example, take the putpva* ompression: while heap vars dProlog only distinguishesbetween val and var, the wam vars version also must distinguish the unsafe value; this meansthat the frequeny of the ombinations will be lower and/or that there will be more new in-strutions introdued by the ompressions (XSB atually also distinguishes between variablesthat it wants to dereferene or not - this distintion is highly questionable; dProlog treatsthem the same: no dereferening takes plae)� a better optimizing ompiler will not generated long sequenes of e.g. getpvar instrutions,e.g. beause it will optimize for early failure; so the ompressible sequenes will have asmaller frequene and onsequentely a smaller impat and/or there will be more ompressiblesequenes, so that more implementation e�ort is needed to do them allTo end this setion, we take a quik look at some of the statistis that our system spat out forthe omp benhmark whih is an older trimmed down version of the ompiler ompiling itself.Before doing some ompressions, of the 100M instrutions exeuted about 14M were putdvalinstrutions. And 6.8% of the 2-ombinations were getpvar; getpvar. After performing some om-pressions (and running the ompiler on a di�erent input) 2.6M out of 77.5M 2-ombinations weregetpbreg; trymeorelse. Suh dynami statistis learly indiate what an be optimized by in-strution ompression. Note that stati frequeny ounts only give a rough approximation of thedynamially obtained ones.One instrution ompression that seems partiularly e�etive for B-Prolog and whih is usedsystematially in its implementation is the ompression of the fork and a unify instrution, or interms of the WAM of a retry instrution and a get instrution7. In B-Prolog, the thought of doingsuh a ompression is quite natural, the fork instrution does nothing more than �lling out a newalternative in the hoiepoint. Suh a ompression is of ourse also potentially useful in the WAM:the ompressed instrution should �rst attempt the uni�ation - setting S - and if that fails justjump to the alternative instead of going through a heavy general fail operation.7these are not equal, but lose enough in spirit 15



10 The delay mehanism of B-PrologPakaged together with its new parameter passing mehanism, B-Prolog also has a new wayof implementing delayed goals. While the mehanism of [3℄ uses heap terms - and thus re-sembles losures in lazy funtional language implementations - B-Prolog uses the frame (argu-ments+environment+hoiepoint) on the ontrol stak to keep the delayed goal. One of the advan-tages is that reativating this goal is heap sine no arguments need to be moved to the argumentregisters, no symbol table lookup is needed 8 and �nally, delaying the same goal immediatly again(beause some ondition for wake-up was not ful�lled) is damn heap. The latter re-delaying oper-ation ould also be made onstant time in the heap shema, but it requires more low-level supportthan implementations seem to are for. On the whole, the empirial omparison of both methodsseems not to have been made properly9: from [18℄ it was not lear whether the obtained performanegain was due to the overall design of B-Prolog or partiularly due to its delaying mehanism. Wedo not attempt suh an evaluation here either, but the disjuntion transformation shown in setion6 suggests a way of getting a similar implementation of delayed goals, at almost the same prie -both performane and implementation wise. Suppose we have the following ode for a prediatewith a blok delaration::- blok p(-,?).p(t1,t2) :- asd.p(t3,t4) :- qwe.then �rst transform it to:p(X,Y) :-label(L),(var(X) ->trigger(inst(X),label(L)),freeze urrent; '$p'(X,Y)).'$p'(t1,t2) :- asd.'$p'(t3,t4) :- qwe.In this ode the meaning of the prediates label/1, trigger/2 and freeze urrent/0 are intuitivelylear, but one must take into aount that a similar mehanism as in B-Prolog is needed for delayinggoals, freezing the stak (XSB terminology) and to hain delayed goals.One an see an analogy between on the one hand the implementation of delay as in B-Prologor by a opying-to-the-heap approah, and on the other hand the implementation of suspendingonsumers in a tabling Prolog by freezing the staks (as XSB does) or by opying their relevantparts as in CAT [6℄. Freezing staks requires an extra freeze register - the SF register from B-Prologwas introdued for suh purpose - unless one is luky and an apply a trik like in CHAT [7℄ andan have an overal impat on performane and the implementation, while a opying approah ismore orthogonal to the rest of the mahinery. Also, freezing the stak might neessitate a ontrolstak ompator beause unneeded environments annot be dealloated easily. E.g. in the ode:8this an also be avoided in the setting of [3℄ of ourse9this goes bak to a onversation with K. Sagonas 16



a :- b, dummy.b :- freeze(X,foo(X)).?- a,a,a,a,a,a,a, ... , a.The frame for a/0 annot be reovered easily and B-Prolog indeed overows quikly the ontrolstak (for a variant of this example) while in SICStus, frozen goals reside on the heap for whihthere is a olletor already.Note that the above soure transformation is more or less what B-Prolog does at a lower level.Also alls to freeze/2 are treated similarly.11 Abstrat mahine ode for WAM emulatorsOf ourse we mean the WAM in the broad sense and our advie onerns performane only.1. keep the instrution set small - this means for instane that speializing instrutions for voidis not always good; neither is inventing new instrutions for dealing with the ut2. do not optimize the ode (too muh) - this is in aordane with [5℄ whih also laims thatsophistiated ompiler optimizations are not needed to obtain good performane3. ritial builtins should have the onvention desribed earlier and/or be speialized; this in-ludes arithmeti4. now dynamially pro�le exeutions and then� speialize� ompressinstrutions sequenesThe problem with pro�ling for instrution ompression is that the amount of data mightseem overwhelming when looking for 3-ompressions: with 256 instrutions, there are 167772163-ombinations10. That shouldn't be prohibitive: urrent PC's are quite apable of handling thisamount of data.Finally, as we said in [9℄ also inter-prediate ompressions should be looked at: maintainingoptimizations that ross prediate boundaries is straithforward even in a dynami ontext likeProlog. Inter-prediate ompressions are one example of long distane ompressions: others shouldalsoi be tried out.Of ourse indexing (inluding uni�ation fatoring) must be done right - however, we have notyet investigated this issue yet.12 ConlusionOur �rst onlusion is that passing the arguments to a goal through the stak does not give a learperformane advantage for plain Prolog programs. Even for non-deterministi programs, it is not alear win, espeially sine a simple soure to soure transformation an give most of the bene�t ofB-Prolog within the WAM. However, it has a lear advantage when the system implements delayed10not all of them our in the WAM; e.g. two try instrutions should never follow eah other dynamially17
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